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Introduction.
The notation and definitions used here can be found in [l] and [2] .
Wyler [3] has shown that for every limit space A, there is a continuous mapping j :X->BX, where BX is regular, Hausdorff, and compact, with the following property:
for every continuous mapping f:X->Y, with F regular, Hausdorff, and compact, there is a unique continuous mapping g:BX->Y such that/ = goj. We obtain a somewhat similar result with j being an isomorphism.
2. Compactification. Let (A, r) be a Hausdorff limit space and x the fixed ultrafilter containing {x}. Denote by Ai={x|xEA}W {v\V is a nonconvergent ultrafilter on A} and x denotes the fixed ultrafilter on Ai containing {x}. Let fj be a filter on A and denote by fj the filter on Xx whose base is {P\ FEF}, where F = {3CE Ai| FEW,}.
Define ti(x) = {3CEAj| 3C^# for some 3:Et(x) }, where xEA, and TiiV)= {dCE-^il 3C^U} for V a nonconvergent ultrafilter on A.
From [l], $AS = i$A<3)*-AlsoaJ^*7 V ^ V, and we easily see that n is a limit structure for Ai. Our first goal is to show that (Ai, t/) is a compactification of (A, t). That is, (A, r) is embedded as a dense subspace of (Ai, Ti). Clearly 13* = fJ. If JF£t(x) for some x£A, then we have that 13*£ti(x). On the other hand, if fF does not converge on X then fJ£Ai and thus D*£ti(9:).
Hence (Xx, rf) is compact. Define i:X->XX such that i(x) = x. Since the restriction of the filter fj to i(X) is i(SF), we have that i is an isomorphism onto i(X).
Let 13£Ai. Then i(V)^V and it follows that i(X) is dense in XxTherefore, (Xx, tx) is a compactification of (A, r).
Theorem. Letf: (X, t)-*(X2, t2) be continuous with (X2, t2) compact, regular, and both spaces Hausdorff. Then (Xx, rf) is a compactification of (X, t) such thatf has a unique continuous extension to Xx.
Proof. Only the latter part remains to be proved. Define/i:Xi->A2 such that/i(13) =lim/(13) for 13£Ai. From [l], and [2] ,/i is well defined. In order to prove that/i is continuous, it suffices to show that for fJ*^<F, SF is a filter on A, then /i(fJ*) ^cl(f(SF)). Let P£ff. Then there is an P*£5F* such that P*CP We claim that/i(P*)Ccl(/(P)). If VEF*, then P£13 and from [2] ,/i(13)£cl(f(P)) and thus our claim follows. Hence/i is continuous. Clearly/i is the unique continuous extension of/ to Xx.
